There are some mobile-robot applications that require the complete coverage of an unstructured environment. Examples are humanitarian de-mining and floor-cleaning tasks. A complete-coverage algorithm is then used, a path-planning technique that allows the robot to pass over all points in the environment, avoiding unknown obstacles. Different coverage algorithms exist, but they fail working in unstructured environments. This paper details a complete-coverage algorithm for unstructured environments based on sensor information. Simulation results using a mobile robot validate the proposed approach.
Introduction
Path-planning algorithms are well understood for a variety of exploratory applications. Artificialintelligence methods like learning algorithms are widely used to solve the problem of robot navigation in unstructured environments. However, there are some types of mobile-robot applications that need a different path-planning technique. Scanning applications, like landmine detection, cleaning tasks and terrain-map generation, require not finding the shortest path to a point in the environment but scanning over all points in the environment and avoiding obstacles of unknown location. This is known as the complete-coverage problem in unstructured environments. A variety of coverage algorithms exist [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , but the most powerful ones are those that rely on finding the critical points of a function to guarantee the completeness of the method [4] [5] [6] . The complete-coverage algorithm herein proposed is of this type and extends Choset's algorithm to achieve better performance in unstructured environments. Choset first developed his coverage algorithm for known spaces [7] and later adapted it to cover unknown ones [5, 6] , but the resulting algorithm fails in some cases to detect critical points.
Previous coverage algorithms that are based on finding critical points use critical points to achieve an exact cellular decomposition of the environment. This decomposition divides the environment into a finite number of regions called cells, which are free of obstacles. Fig. 1(a) shows an example, the cellular decomposition of a rectangular area with an obstacle. A cell can then be swept by a simple zigzagging pattern of motion in which the robot moves back-and-forth along successive grid lines that sweep across the entire field from left to right. Two different types of critical points can be found: an IN critical point closes an existing cell and opens two new ones; an OUT critical point closes two existing cells and opens one new cell (see Fig. 1(a) ). Then, the complete coverage of the field is guaranteed by means of an adjacency graph, which assures that every cell is visited. In the adjacency graph each cell is modeled as an edge connecting two nodes, which represent the critical points. Therefore, an IN critical point is represented as a node with two diverging edges, and an OUT critical point is represented by a node where two edges converge (see Fig. 1(b) ). Although this type of coverage algorithm has been proved to be more efficient than previous approaches, two main problems arise when attempting to use this coverage algorithm in unstructured environments. The first one is critical-point detection. When the location and shape of the obstacles are unknown, the robot has to include a critical-point searching method in its zigzagging pattern of motion, and the success of the cellular decomposition relies on the efficiency of this method. The second problem that arises in unstructured environments is the on-line generation of the adjacency graph. Two consecutively detected IN and OUT critical points do not necessarily belong to the boundary of the same obstacle, depending on the robot's motion. Therefore, completion of the on-line adjacency graph is no trivial matter and requires an IN/OUT matching algorithm. These two problems arise when applying coverage algorithms from the literature, and this paper proposes an enhancement of Choset's coverage method to solve them. The outline of the paper is as follows: first Section 2 describes the robot and the environment. Then, Section 3 briefly reviews the complete-coverage problem in unstructured environments and shows some deficiencies of previous approaches. Section 4 explains the improvement of the proposed method in finding critical points and also shows how the method guarantees complete coverage by means of an extension of the adjacency graph. Finally, Section 5 shows some simulation results of the proposed approach and conducts a performance analysis. Lastly, Section 6 presents some conclusions.
Robot and environment description

The robot
Unlike in most previous work, here the robot is not considered a point but a finite area. It can be a rectangular area or a circular area of width/diameter D rob . This implies that the opening size between two obstacles it can pass through is lower-bounded by this amount. The robot has knowledge of its exact location at all times (drawn from a Global Positioning System, an Inertial Navigation System, etc.), and it is equipped with a sensor capable of detecting obstacle boundaries (range sensors, bumpers, etc.). The sensor is assumed to detect obstacles within an area of radius R ≥ D rob /2 around the robot's body. Finally, the robot is also equipped with a scanning sensor for carrying out its main task (mine detector, cleaning scrub, etc.). A navigation system allows the robot to perform four types of motions: Move forward, Rotate an angle, Follow obstacle contour to its right, and Follow obstacle contour to its left.
The environment
The terrain to be explored is a finite planar area populated with a finite but unknown number of obstacles of arbitrary shapes and unknown locations. The obstacles need not be visible from each other. The boundary of an obstacle is a simple closed curve. The terrain limits can be defined either by walls or by a rectangular area of dimensions L × W.
Complete coverage of unstructured environments based on critical-point detection
The complete-coverage algorithm that this work is based on relies on achieving an exact cellular decomposition of the environment while the robot generates a path of back-and-forth motions sweeping the field from left to right (see Fig. 2 ). The exact cellular decomposition consists in dividing the field into regions or cells free of obstacles, so that the sum of resulting cells equals the total space free of obstacles. Then, each cell is completely covered by the robot with back-and-forth motions, and the coverage of the entire field results from assuring that the robot visits every cell. This has been well solved for known environments; however, two main problems have to be solved to achieve complete coverage of unstructured environments:
(1) On-line cellular decomposition based on sensed obstacles. (2) Assurance that the robot visits every cell in the mine field.
Choset's method for achieving complete coverage in unknown spaces solves for both problems simultaneously during robot motion. The robot starts covering the space with back-and-forth motions until it detects an obstacle. When an obstacle is found, then a critical point is searched for. A critical point is a local minimum or maximum of the function
where x, y are the robot's coordinates in the field's reference frame and C the object's contour. If the distance along the field's x-axis that the robot covers while surrounding the obstacle equals the detection diameter 2R, then the robot gives up searching for a critical point and continues with back-and-forth motions. However, if the robot senses a critical point, existing cells will be closed and new ones will be opened. Then the cellular decomposition consists in detecting all critical points in the field. In this sense the method is complete because it guarantees that every critical point in the environment is detected. At the same time, an adjacency graph is incrementally constructed which has the overall information on already-visited cells.
Critical-point detection method
The critical-point detection method is depicted in Fig. 3 . The robot starts covering the field from a point at the origin of the field's reference frame, which will be considered to be CP 1 . At a given instant, the sensor detects an object in the robot's path. Then the robot changes its trajectory to follow the object's contour, C, until it finds a critical point, named CP 2 , or travels a horizontal distance of 2R. If a local minimum is found and the obstacle is locally convex at this point, it corresponds to an IN critical point, and at this time the current cell is closed, and two new cells are opened. An IN point opens two new cells, while a local maximum (OUT point) closes two existing cells. If the robot travels a horizontal distance of 2R around the obstacle and finds no critical points, it goes around the obstacle back to the location where the obstacle was detected and continues sweeping the cell with back-and-forth motions. Fig. 3(b) shows the detection of an IN critical point (CP 2 ), which closes one existing cell, C 1 , and opens two new cells, C 2 and C 3 , while Fig. 3(c) shows the detection of an OUT critical point (CP 3 ), which closes two existing cells, C 2 and C 3 , and opens one new cell, C 4 . Choset also defines two more types of critical points for non-convex obstacles. When the obstacle is locally concave, we have a START point at a local minimum or an END critical point at a local maximum.
Adjacency-graph construction
The adjacency graph represents the critical points as nodes and the cells as edges. Each time a critical point is sensed, a new node is plotted. If the critical point is a minimum (IN point), two edges diverge, and if it is a maximum (OUT point), two edges converge at the new node. When the last corner in the field (named CP 4 ) is found, then the robot is guided to any critical point with disconnected diverging edges. Such edges represent cells not visited. The adjacency graph ensures that every cell in the mine field is visited by the robot. The right side of Fig. 3 shows the incremental construction of the adjacency graph.
Enhancement of the method
The method for complete coverage of unstructured environments proposed by Choset is complete in the sense that the method guarantees that every critical point in the environment is detected. However, the method is not complete in the sense of covering the whole free space. There are certain cases where the method fails. It fails in the critical-point detection algorithm when an obstacle is not convex, it has more than one IN critical point but only one OUT critical point, and the END point where the obstacle is locally concave cannot be detected using range data because the boundary's curvature is smaller than the robot's periphery. Another problem of Choset's coverage algorithm relies on matching IN and OUT critical points that define a given cell. When the environment is unknown and critical points are detected by the way the robot sweeps the terrain, sometimes the last OUT critical point detected does not belong to the same obstacle as the last IN critical point found. Therefore, an IN/OUT critical-point matching process is required. In this section these two problems will be covered in detail and an enhancement of Choset's method will be proposed.
Problems in on-line critical-point detection
A critical point is detected when a local extreme of Eq. (1) is found. A convex obstacle will normally have two critical points, one IN and one OUT, that define two cells (the upper cell and the lower cell), as shown in Fig. 4(a) . However, non-convex obstacles, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , might have more than one local minimum, that is, more than one IN critical point. Also an END critical point exists at the local maximum point where the obstacle is locally concave; however, as Choset advances in his paper [7] , this END point cannot be detected by range data when the boundary's curvature is smaller than the robot's periphery. When this happens a problem arises when attempting to generate the adjacency graph, because one IN critical point matches one OUT critical point, defining two cells, With these two modifications, only one IN and one OUT critical point will be detected per obstacle, solving the problem of previous approaches. 
Problems in completing the adjacency graph
In the critical-point detection process in unstructured environments, the robot searches for critical points while sweeping the environment from left to right with back-and-forth motions. When an obstacle is found in the robot's trajectory, a critical point is searched for while the robot follows the obstacle's contour. If a critical point is then detected, the robot continues with back-and-forth motions until it reaches another obstacle and then searches for another critical point. This method of critical-point detection has proven to be very efficient in identifying critical points while the robot minimizes its trajectory. However, it is difficult to know which OUT critical point closes the cells opened by the last IN critical point found. Fig. 5 shows an example where the robot first finds critical point IN 1 , and therefore Cell 1 is closed and Cell 2 and Cell 3 are opened in the adjacency graph. The robot continues searching in Cell 2 . The next critical point found is IN 2 , which closes the current cell (Cell 2 ) and opens two more cells (Cell 4 and Cell 5 ). The problem arises when the robot detects the first OUT critical point, that is, OUT 1 . This point belongs to the first obstacle, but the robot does not have that knowledge, and the adjacency graph assumes it belongs to the second one, closing Cell 4 and Cell 5 . This is a big mistake, because the OUT point found should close Cell 3 and Cell 5 . As a result, the environment will never be completed, because the robot will store the wrong information. To solve this problem, an IN/OUT critical-point matching process is here proposed. This algorithm is based on the following properties from computational-geometry theory [8] . The new method is as follows. While the robot is detecting critical points, they are stored in an array CP of n CP elements until the last critical point is found. Then the following process is carried out: Do while n CP is greater than 0:
• Once the IN/OUT critical-point matching process is finished, every IN point has a corresponding OUT point, and the process of sweeping the unvisited cells can be completed successfully.
Finding the shortest path to critical points
The two subsections above improve previous coverage algorithms in unstructured environments. Inserting them into Choset's method ensures the completeness of the coverage process. However, to enhance the method's performance, one last consideration is required. Once the last x-coordinate of the environment has been visited, the robot needs to complete the adjacency graph to detect unvisited cells. Once the unvisited cells are determined by using the herein improved algorithm, the robot must be guided to those critical points that define the unvisited cells. There are some applications, like humanitarian de-mining, where the robot's path from its position to the critical point must be carefully planned, because the robot should not pass through unvisited cells. It should move along a path traversing the already-known space towards an IN critical point where the unvisited cell starts. Also, for performance enhancement, this path must be minimized. Here, a method for obtaining the minimum path from the robot's position to the unvisited IN critical point is also proposed based on visibility graphs [8] . First the unvisited area is delimited by polygons, and the visibility graph is constructed to determine the shortest path to the critical points. As long as unvisited cells are being visited, the set of polygons must be updated to increase the area where the path can be planned.
Polygon generation
Once the robot encounters the last x-coordinate in the environment, and after running the IN/OUT critical-point matching algorithm proposed in Section 4.2, it only has the knowledge of IN/OUT critical-point pairs defining obstacles. However, some information is needed to let the robot know the size of the corresponding unvisited cell. This information is necessary to complete the set of polygons that cover unvisited areas. When the robot is following the obstacle's contour, it only senses one INF or one SUP critical point, because it only covers one of the two cells defined by an obstacle. Therefore, the INF or SUP critical point detected is assigned to the last IN critical point found (there is no need for matching processes here). Knowledge of the INF or SUP critical point lets the robot know if the unvisited cell is over or under the obstacle (along the y-coordinate), and also the dimensions of the unvisited cell. Now the polygon that contains the unvisited cell can be determined as the union of five points: Figure 6 (b) shows the set of polygons that contain the unvisited areas.
The shortest path
Once the set of polygons that contain the unvisited cells is defined, the shortest path to IN critical points can be defined. To define the shortest path, again two properties of computational-geometry theory are considered (see Fig. 7 ). It is not within the scope of this paper to remind the reader how the visibility graph can be obtained. This information can be found elsewhere [9] [10] [11] . Then the algorithm to cover unvisited cells is as follows:
Let us name the initial position of the robot before computing the shortest path (x rob , y rob ). Then, the following steps have to be followed:
Do while the number of IN critical points on the adjacency graph is positive: • Step 5: Let x rob = x OUT , y rob = y OUT .
Go to Step 1. Note that the paths enter the obstacle area. It is assumed that the robot will follow the obstacle's contour until it reaches the path again.
Experimental results and performance analysis
The proposed method for complete coverage of unstructured environments has been tested through simulation for a variety of situations (shape and number of obstacles). Different scenarios were obtained by generating obstacles using circles that were placed randomly inside the rectangular area that represents the field. This method of creating scenarios allows to generate complex obstacles. The method succeeded at achieving completeness in all scenarios. Fig. 9 shows a complex scenario where a walking robot's path is shown by a dashed line and a shaded area represents the total swept area. Cell decomposition is performed and white areas show uncovered cells. Fig. 10 shows the final result of applying the IN/OUT matching algorithm and the shortest-path method to cover the remaining cells. As may be observed from Fig. 10 , the algorithm detects all critical points and sweeps the whole free space.
More complex environments have been tested and the method succeeded. For instance, when three or more obstacles have a common y-coordinate, uncovered cells may include one or more obstacles, and therefore, new cells will be found while covering them. The proposed method can handle such environments. New critical points are found while sweeping unvisited cells. Then, the IN/OUT matching algorithm has to be executed again and new polygons are created. Fig. 11 shows simulation results in such situations.
The performance of the algorithm, assessed in terms of the upper bound on the length P of the generated path as a function of obstacle perimeters and distance between obstacles, is
where Z is the total path generated with back-and-forth motions, p i the perimeter of the ith obstacle, with n being the total number of obstacles found, and SP i,i+1 the length of the shortest path from obstacle i to obstacle i + 1.
The total path generated with back-and-forth motions is upper bounded by
which corresponds to the case of no obstacles. In this expression, W is the width of the field and L the length of the field, with R being the scanning radius. The performance of the algorithm is the same as Choset's provided that he used the shortest-path algorithm. However, note that Choset's method, although the most efficient of the methods in the literature, is not complete for every possible situation, and the approach herein proposed is complete. Fig. 11 . Simulation results in complex scenarios.
Conclusions
Some robotic applications require a completecoverage algorithm to guarantee that the robot's path covers the whole obstacle-free area. Prior coverage algorithms exhibit good performance when negotiating structured environments, but most of them fail in unstructured terrains. Some exhibit poor performance, while others fail to guarantee completeness of the scanned area. This paper describes some deficiencies of previous complete-coverage algorithms in unstructured environments and also proposes some relevant modifications to improve the method. The resulting method has been proven to successfully cover the whole area, and some simulation examples have been shown. Added to the completeness of the proposed method, the performance achieved is equivalent to that of the best previous approach. This method can be very useful in robotic de-mining applications or cleaning tasks.
